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Hand-operated, USB-powered microfluidic DNA analysis system incorporating HDA and on-chip 
sequence specific detection
Collin Tranter
Louisiana Tech University, USA

The development of lab-on-a-chip devices is important in solving current medical and healthcare problems, such as the 
need for fast pathogen detection (i.e. ebola epidemic, HIV, water bourne diseases typhoid, cholera, dysentery) and the need 

for personalized medicine (i.e. cancer genomics, drug susceptibility). A novel microfluidic DNA analysis device was developed, 
incorporating helicase dependent amplification (HDA) and sequence specific DNA probe detection. These are incorporated 
into a glass/polymer platform that is hand operated and powered by a laptop computer. Thermal modeling sets operation at 
less than 3 Watts and fabrication consistency testing ensures samples volumes of 17.2±0.9 µL. The heating element and optical 
components are powered via 3 USB ports. The heating element consists of a thin film heater and thermistor controlled in a 
feedback loop with Matlab and Arduino interfacing. Using fuzzy rule set in the Mamdani fuzzy inference mechanism, the 
temperature of the PCR chamber has been controlled by varying the heater voltage. On chip amplification has been verified 
using a commercial LightScanner32 device. Current development includes incorporating sequence specific DNA probes for 
on-chip detection with a USB powered spectrometer, as well as further constancy testing and calibration.
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